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A: Some of your lines is beginning with "â–ºâ–»â–»" instead of the expected "â–ºâ–»" (the latter is the expected mark of an HTML tag). I guess this is the reason why the download links of some of your images is
broken. anyone know how to disable/get rid of that annoying search bar on the bbc.co.uk website, its so irratating? I understand that the search box is there for a reason, but they way its being applied is not
exactly of the best. anyone know how to disable/get rid of that annoying search bar on the bbc.co.uk website, its so irratating? I understand that the search box is there for a reason, but they way its being

applied is not exactly of the best. Click to expand... I've been looking into it, and apparently what you need is called a Greasemonkey script. I'm not an expert but I've installed a few (you know how it is, loads
more scripts you install, then you get stuck without warning and it's very awkward too go back and add them...) To view this script you need to go to the FireFox toolbar and type in "Greasemonkey" and then the
search box in the URL bar, and press enter. Once you have the script the easiest way to install it is to find it through the Firefox add-ons, the name of the search box script is "Location Bar Search Greasemonkey

User Script". Once you have that installed press Alt + F2 and then type in "javascript:void(0)" and hit enter. Then you have to save the script, most likely to your computer and restart. The next time you go to
BBC.co.uk you should have the search bar disabled. Edit: Ok so here is what I found out, for others to help... When you go to BBC.co.uk it will search, and will then prompt you to add the BBC.co.uk to your

bookmarks... just do that, then go back to the search box in your Firefox and remove the BBC from your bookmarks, this will disable the search again. The only problem with this is that for some reason
BBC.co.uk will no longer allow you to delete your bookmarks
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users to understand its operation.
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